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Abstract: Space debris represent a threat to satellites in orbit around Earth. In the case of impact,
satellites can be subjected to damage spanning from localized craterization to subsystem failure,
to complete loss of the vehicle; large collision events may lead to fragmentation of the spacecraft.
Simulating and testing debris impacts may help in understanding the physics behind these events,
modelling the effects, and developing dedicated protection systems and mitigation strategies. In
this context, the Space Debris group at the University of Padova investigates in-space collisions with
experimental campaigns performed in a dedicated Hypervelocity Impact Facility and with numerical
simulations with commercial and custom software. In this paper, an overview is given of the last
10 years of research activities performed at the University of Padova. First, the hypervelocity impact
testing facility is described and the main experimental campaigns performed in the last few years are
summarized. The second part of this work describes impact modelling research advances, focusing
on the simulation of complex collision scenarios.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the number of human-made objects launched into space has continued
to grow [1–3], increasing the danger of the near-Earth debris environment and increasing
the risk of in-space collisions [4–7]. Mitigation regulations [8] and strategies [9] have been
and are continuously being proposed, and active [10] and passive [11,12] debris removal
and post-mission disposal technologies are under development. It is clear that the risk
of debris impacts shall be considered in the development of a space mission: a collision
can cause damage to spacecraft subsystems and affect their functionality [13], up to the
complete loss of the vehicle. Eventually, critical events may lead to the partial or complete
fragmentation of the impacted bodies [14].

In this context, on one hand, dedicated protections are designed to shield satellites
from hypervelocity impacts; ground tests are usually employed to assess their capability
to mitigate collisions [15,16] and to protect spacecraft components [17,18]. Furthermore,
critical elements are usually subjected to similar tests to evaluate their survivability in the
debris environment [19]. On the other hand, it is crucial to understand the physical pro-
cesses involved in spacecraft collisions through numerical simulations and ground-based
experiments. Currently, spacecraft collisions and large fragmentation events are evaluated
mostly with empirical or semi-empirical tools (e.g., NASA SBM [20], FASTT [21,22], IM-
PACT [23,24]), as numerical simulations based on the impact physics (e.g., hydrocodes)
are usually too complex and resource-consuming to investigate a wide range of collision
scenarios. Ground tests of complex satellite models [25–27] usually require large impact
facilities and a large amount of worker hours for fragment collection and analysis [28].
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The Space Debris group of the University of Padova has investigated both these topics
in collaboration with national and international partners; this paper presents the experi-
mental and numerical research activities performed by the group in the last 10 years. The
next section introduces the Hypervelocity Impact Facility employed for the experimental
investigation, consisting of a two-stage Light-Gas Gun capable of accelerating projectiles up
to 100 mg at a maximum speed of 5.5 km/s. The purposes of the experimental campaigns,
which are presented in Section 3, are (i) the evaluation of the ballistic response of satellite
structures and components subjected to impacts with small debris of mm size, (ii) the
development of new shields with enhanced shielding capabilities, (iii) the investigation of
fragmentation processes at component and system level, and (iv) the development of smart
systems for in situ small debris impact detection. The second part of this work describes
the impact modelling research (Section 4), focusing on simulations of collision scenarios
involving both basic elements and full satellites (Section 5). In particular, the collected
results can be compared to those of current breakup models such as the NASA SBM, and to
derive new semi-empirical formulations of the fragmentation process.

2. The Hypervelocity Impact Facility

The Center for Space Activities CISAS “G. Colombo” was founded in 1991 as an
interdisciplinary structure able to host research activities performed by the different depart-
ments of the University of Padova in the field of space science and technology. Regarding
space debris, the activities grew considerably in the late 1990s with the development of a
unique impact facility based upon a Two-Stage Light-Gas Gun (LGG). From 2001, a com-
plete laboratory was established for high-velocity and hypervelocity impact physics, with
the development and procurement of various instruments for impact diagnostics [29–32].
The current facility can be seen in Figure 1 (left); it is capable of accelerating projectiles up
to 100 mg at a maximum speed of 5.5 km/s; its main innovation is the high shot frequency,
up to 10 experiments per day, achievable due to a specific setup which employs reusable
components in the whole main gas gun subsystem, including the piston and the high-
pressure section. The current LGG consists of (1) a first-stage reservoir, where a light gas is
stored at high pressure, (2) a pneumatic piston, which is accelerated by the gas in the first
stage, (3) a tube acting as a second stage in which a light gas is compressed by the piston,
(4) a high-pressure section with reusable pneumatic valves to release the high-pressure
gas on the back of the launch package, (5) a barrel, in which the launch package, made by
the sabot and the projectile, is accelerated by the compressed gas from the second stage,
(6) a flight chamber in which the projectile continues its trajectory towards the target, (7) a
sabot stopping system, and (8) an impact chamber in which the projectile hits the target.
The projectile velocity is measured by two laser optical barriers placed just before the
impact chamber (Figure 1, right); a high-velocity camera is placed on one side of the impact
chamber and is employed to record impact videos. In addition, dedicated sensors can be
added to instrument the target depending on the experimental setup (e.g., accelerometers,
acoustic sensors, ballistic pendulum).
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performed on aluminum and polymeric tapes; 112 additional numerical simulations were 
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Figure 1. CISAS Hypervelocity Impact Facility with the LGG (left) and laser system for projectile
velocity measurement (right).

3. Experimental Activities

In this section, the most important experimental activities performed in the last decade
with the Hypervelocity Impact Facility of the University of Padova are summarized. They
are divided into four main branches: (i) evaluation of the ballistic response of satellite
systems subjected to impacts with small debris of mm size, (ii) development of new shields
with enhanced shielding capabilities, (iii) investigation of the fragmentation process at
component and system level, and (iv) development of smart systems for in situ small debris
impact detection.

3.1. Evaluation of the Ballistic Response of Satellite Systems

The ballistic response of structures and systems is usually investigated through hyper-
velocity impact tests and often through simulations to explore impact ranges not achievable
in the laboratory. These studies aim to identify the projectile critical diameter (usually, in
respect of the impact velocity and/or other impact parameters) which makes a structure
or a system fail in the case of a collision. The ballistic response can be expressed through
Ballistic Limit Equations (BLEs). In this context, the investigations performed by the Space
Debris group of the University of Padova focused on the BLEs for tape tethers.

Tape Tethers

Space tethers have been proposed for a large number of applications, from futuristic
space elevators to dynamic systems able to raise or lower the orbit of a satellite [33].
In particular, electrodynamic tethers employ the interaction with the space plasma and
the Earth’s magnetosphere to generate thrusts that can be used for orbital maneuvers.
Among the main constraints in this application, the scientific community is worried that
long and thin wires could be strongly affected by the debris environment: any small
impact may result in the severing of the tether [34]. To overcome this limitation, thin tape
tethers were proposed due to their non-symmetric behavior during impacts (in addition to
other positive features such as an enhanced capacity to collect plasma for electrodynamic
applications). The investigation of the ballistic response of tape tethers to impacts was
carried out at the University of Padova in the framework of Project 262972 (BETs) funded
by the European Commission under the FP7 Space Program [35,36]. In this activity, a set
of 24 experiments with different projectiles diameters, velocities, and impact angles was
performed on aluminum and polymeric tapes; 112 additional numerical simulations were
executed with a commercial software ANSYS™ Autodyn to evaluate impact conditions
outside of the LGG operational range. The experimental setup and the damage on a PEEK
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tape from an impact test can be seen in Figure 2; Figure 3, which report the ballistic limit of
the tape tether in respect of the impact angle and velocity as obtained from the analysis of
the test results. It is shown that there is a minimum value of debris velocity v* below which
no critical damage is possible; furthermore, there is a minimum velocity-dependent value
d* of debris diameter below which no critical damage is possible. This is an extremely
important result, since it sets a minimum particle diameter for risk assessment and thus
excludes a large part of the flux from risk computations [35].
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The advantage of employing tape tethers has become clear to the scientific community.
The European Commission has funded the current projects E.T.Pack and E.T. PACK-Fly,
which aim to demonstrate tether technology for satellites deorbiting at the end of their
operational life [12,37]; both projects employ the same tape tethers investigated in the
BETs study.
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3.2. Advanced Shielding for Spacecraft

Among the experimental activities, test campaigns were dedicated to the investi-
gation of the shielding capability of advanced configurations or novel materials. With
respect to standard sandwich panels, currently used as structural elements with a certain
shielding capability, new materials and configurations may show enhanced performances.
Hypervelocity impact testing allows the determination of the ballistic limit of these new
configurations, as well as the ability to fragment impacting bodies to further reduce the
vulnerability of internal components to perforation.

3.2.1. Carbon-Fiber-Reinforced Panels (CFRPs)

In the framework of a collaboration between CISAS and JAXA (Japan Aerospace
Exploration Agency), a campaign of hypervelocity tests was performed on CFRPs (Figure 4).
In total, 45 experiments were performed on panels 2.3, 3.5, and 4.3 mm thick, with spherical
projectiles with diameter from 0.8 to 2.9 mm impacting at a speed of 2–5 km/s. This
campaign allowed the definition of the panels’ Ballistic Limit Equation, as well as the
determination of the panels’ internal delamination during hypervelocity impacts. Further
data can be found in [38].
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3.2.2. Self-Healing Advanced Panels

In the framework of the IMpact BEhavior of MUltifunctional materialS (IMBEMUS)
project, supported by the CARIPARO Foundation, the mechanical behavior of multi-
functional panels was studied under impact conditions. The investigation required both
high-velocity impact experiments and numerical simulations, performed with ANSYS™
Autodyn. In particular, multi-layer panels composed of ionomeric polymers with self-
healing properties were subjected to 14 impact experiments; the self-healing (see Figure 5)
was successful in all but one ionomer samples and the primary damage on ionomeric
polymers was found to be significantly lower than that on aluminum. On the other hand,
aluminum plates exhibited slightly better debris fragmentation abilities, even though the
protecting performance of ionomers seemed to improve at increasing impact speed. Further
data and the main experimental campaign results can be found in [39–41].
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3.2.3. 3D-Printed Shields

The H2020 ReDSHIFT (Revolutionary Design of Spacecraft through Holistic Integra-
tion of Future Technologies) project focused on the development of highly innovative and
low-cost spacecraft solutions for debris protection and mitigation, including design for
demise and novel manufacturing strategies and technologies [42]. In this project, hyperve-
locity impact testing investigated the response of aluminum shield panels with complex
core geometry produced through additive manufacturing. Both simple plates (Figure 6,
left) and multi-layer configurations (Figure 6, right) were investigated in the experimental
campaign, which included 20 shots with different projectiles at velocities in the range
between 1 and 5 km/s. Results showed that the manufacturing process did not significantly
influence the response of samples to impacts and that multi-layer configurations present
improvements in terms of debris shielding with respect to standard honeycomb sandwich
panels with equivalent areal density and thickness [43].
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3.3. Investigation of the Fragmentation Process

Investigating the physics behind orbital collisions, and in particular the production of
new fragments, is important for understanding the evolution of the space debris environ-
ment. In this context, the University of Padova is studying the fragmentation process of
both simple and complex targets, with particular focus on the characteristics and the distri-
butions of the generated debris. This work, supported by the European Space Agency in the
framework of a collaboration with SpaceDys [44], included a campaign of impact tests on
aluminum and CFRP simple plates and sandwich panels and a catastrophic fragmentation
experiment on a Picosatellite mock-up.
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3.3.1. Aluminum and CFRP Plates

The investigation of aluminum thin plates aimed to evaluate the effect of impact
velocity and target thickness on fragment generation. Four tests were performed on
aluminum plates of two different thicknesses (2 and 5 mm). Aluminum spherical projectiles
of 2.9 mm in diameter were launched at velocities between 3.5 and 4.8 km/s. The fragments
generated by the impact were collected, catalogued, and analyzed to obtain characteristic
length cumulative distributions (see Figure 7) and shape histograms [45]. The results
showed that characteristic length distributions can be modelled by a power law similar to
the NASA SBM and that shape distributions are independent from target thickness and
impact velocity.
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Figure 7. Fragments cumulative size distributions for the four aluminum thin plates tests [45].

A similar campaign of four tests was performed on CFRP panels (thickness of 4 mm),
with spheres of 1.9 mm and 2.9 mm impacting at velocities between 3.5 and 5.1 km/s. Again,
generated fragments were collected, catalogued, and analyzed to obtain size cumulative
distributions (see Figure 8). It was observed that the distributions strongly differed from
aluminum plates in terms of total number and shape, with a strong contribution, in size
classes larger than 6 mm, of fragments generated by panel surface delamination. Results
showed that the thickness to projectile diameter ratio and the impact velocity significantly
affect the fragment size distributions; in particular, the number of fragments larger than
3 mm increases with these two parameters.

3.3.2. Sandwich Panels

The impact test campaign on sandwich panels consisted of four experiments: spheres
of 2.9 mm in diameter were launched at velocities between 3.6 and 4.8 km/s. Three tests
were carried out on aluminum-skin samples of two different thicknesses (1′′ and 2′′) and
one experiment was performed on a CFRP-skin sandwich panel (0.5′′ thick), to assess the
effect of impact velocity, skin material, and target thickness [46].

Size distributions of the generated fragments can be seen in Figure 9. The skin material
clearly affected the curves shape and the number of debris: samples with CFRP skins
generated about one order of magnitude more fragments than aluminum ones. The results
were compared with distributions from thin plates with comparable density (2 mm-thick
aluminum plates, see Figure 7, and a 4 mm-thick CFRP one, see Figure 8). With respect
to aluminum, the trends are comparable in terms of shape and magnitude; on the other
hand, it has been observed that for CFRP, the simple plate trend is not representative of the
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sandwich panel, due to substantial differences in the total number of fragments and in the
distribution trends.
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3.3.3. Complex Mock-Up

In 2021, an impact test was performed on a 5 × 5 × 5 cm3 picosatellite mock-up with a
1.6 g nylon cylinder that hit the center of one face of the satellite at a velocity of 2.72 km/s;
frames from the video of the impact can be seen in Figure 10. The mock-up included plastic
elements and consumable electronic boards to simulate the different materials employed in
modern spacecraft; the fraction of different materials was about 25% metals, 20% plastics,
and 55% of electronic components. The collision led to the complete fragmentation of the
target; the fragments were collected, weighed, and divided into size classes [47].
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Figure 10. High-velocity camera frames from the impact video: from left to right, projectile approach-
ing the target, collision, and impact flash [47].

The results showed that, despite the different materials employed in the mock-up,
the characteristic length distribution is in line with NASA SBM prediction, even for sizes
smaller than 1 cm (see Figure 11). However, the analysis of fragments’ area-to-mass
indicated a strong influence from fragment material and a consistent deviation from the
NASA SBM prediction [47,48].
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3.4. In Situ Impact Sensors

Hypervelocity impact testing can be also employed to assess the response of in-situ
impact sensors for space applications [49,50]. In this context, the Space Debris group of
the University of Padova was involved in the CADETS (A Calorimetric Detection System
for Hypervelocity Impacts) project in collaboration with the University of Oxford and the
University of Malta. This activity used Thin-Film Heat-Flux Gauges (TFHFG) to measure
the local increase in shield temperature following an impact event, which is correlated
with the kinetic energy of the debris. The experimental campaign was performed at the
University of Padova and consisted of 4 impact tests on aluminum targets instrumented
with a sensor based on TFHFG technology. Results showed contributions in sensors reading
from both thermal and mechanical loads, with the latter predominant. More information
can be found in [49].
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4. Impact Modelling Tool

The current tools employed to simulate spacecraft catastrophic impacts and fragmen-
tation implement empirical or semi-empirical algorithms and are based on observations of
impact events and experimental data from ground tests. To date, such tools present limita-
tions related to the novel materials employed on modern satellites (e.g., CFRP and other
composites) and the evolution of manufacturing solutions; in addition, impact scenarios
including glancing impacts cannot be considered in their complexity. To overcome the
limitations of such solutions, the University of Padova developed the Collision Simulation
Tool Solver (CSTS) in the framework of a contract awarded by the European Space Agency
to CISAS and the German enterprise Etamax Space GmbH [51]. In CSTS, colliding objects
are modelled with a mesh of Macroscopic Elements (MEs), representing major satellite
parts, connected by structural links to form a system-level net (see Figure 12). During an
impact event, the involved MEs are subjected to fragmentation, and structural damage
can be transmitted through the links net; the generated fragments can affect the other
MEs, creating a cascade effect representative of the object fragmentation. Based on this
modelling concept, the simulator core of the CSTS is divided into three main parts: the
ME Breakup Algorithm, providing fragments size, velocity, and area-to-mass distributions
for a variety of spacecraft building blocks; the Structural Response Algorithm, calculating
momentum transfer, energy dissipation, structural deformation, and fracture; and the
Fragments Tracking Algorithm, which follows the trajectories of new debris created in the
early stages of the event and detects the resulting multiple secondary impacts on other
satellite parts.
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Figure 12. CSTS logic: the spacecraft is modelled as a net of macroscopic element connected by
structural links (1); during impact (2), the collided ME fragments (3), and the start of a cascade effect
involving the other MEs (4).

This approach allows CSTS to simulate complex collision scenarios with design details
included, producing statistically accurate results. In particular, CSTS allows the reduction of
the complexity of the fragmentation analysis, since it is based on a set of ME fragmentation
models that are easier to develop, tune, and update through testing. It was therefore
possible to validate CSTS using sub-scale test results and data available in the literature.

5. Numerical Simulation Activities

CSTS was employed to investigate a set of impact scenarios and compare the results
with current fragmentation models.

5.1. Impacts with a LEO Satellite: LOFT

The first set of simulations focused on hypervelocity collisions involving the ESA LOFT
spacecraft, with CubeSat impactors ranging from 1U to 48U and diverse collision scenarios.
The study was conducted with the purpose of investigating the transition between sub-
catastrophic and catastrophic collision while increasing the impactor’s kinetic energy, and
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the effect of impact point and encounter configuration on the collision severity. Among the
eight investigated collision scenarios (see Figure 13), the first three cases assessed LOFT
fragmentation at different values of the EMR parameter. The next three cases intended
to study the effect of impact point and impactor/target overlap when the EMR exceeds
the accepted 40 J/g threshold for catastrophic breakup. The last two cases examined the
collision of a larger body with a trajectory directed toward the denser part of the LOFT
spacecraft [52].
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vector to show the nominal path through the target [52].

The simulation results indicate that the classic EMR parameter is not sufficient to
model the transition between sub-catastrophic and catastrophic impact in a certain variety
of collision scenarios. In fact, the same value of EMR can produce different levels of damage
if the impact does not occur on the target’s center of mass or the impactor’s kinetic energy
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results from different combinations of impactor mass and velocity. Since these two points
are not considered in the current version of the NASA SBM, it is also shown that the NASA
model may overestimate the fragment distributions when impacts are not central or the
ratio between impactor size and target size is small [52].

5.2. Impacts with GEO Objects

The second set of simulated collisions involved GEO telecommunication satellites with
sizes comparable to the Intelsat spacecraft family [53]. The main goals of this work were
to assess the transition from non-hypervelocity to hypervelocity regime, as low-velocity
scenarios are of primary importance for GEO collisions, and to evaluate the influence
of structural properties and impact point (when appendages interact first) to possibly
dissipate impact energy and dampen the event. In the simulation campaign, both impactor
and target had the same design, apart from a geometric scale factor equal to 1:0.535 (target
and impactor mass were 3280 kg and 500 kg, respectively) and contained detailed elements,
such as internal components, instrumentation, and antennas. The two impact conditions
can be seen in Figure 14 and consist of direct impacts on the central bodies or involving the
spacecraft appendages first (solar panels). For each configuration, three impact velocities
were simulated, 0.1, 1, and 10 km/s, which led to an EMR of 0.66, 66, and 6600 kJ/kg,
respectively.
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Among the main results collected by this work and available in [53], it was found
that the large satellite is never completely fragmented, despite the increase in the number
of fragments with the impact velocity. In addition, for the 10 km/s scenarios, the impact
configurations have a marginal effect on the total number of generated fragments and the
number of fragments larger than 10 cm is higher in the collisions involving the appendages.

5.3. ENVISAT Collision Scenarios

The third set of simulations investigated potential collisions involving ENVISAT
as target, see Figure 15 [54]. In this case, collision scenarios included two impactors
(a 100 kg satellite and a 3-ton rocket stage) at two impact velocities (1 and 10 km/s),
colliding with ENVISAT on its central body or its main appendage. Among the main
results collected by this campaign of simulations, it was found that the 40 kJ/kg threshold
was not representative of the transition to catastrophic impact and that the current NASA
SBM significantly overestimates the number of fragments larger than 1 m. More details are
reported in [54].
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5.4. Fragmentation Model Development

The simulation campaigns performed with the CSTS allowed us to conclude that there
is room for improvement in the fragmentation models currently employed (e.g., NASA
SBM) and, in particular, in the definition of the threshold for catastrophic impacts. A novel
formulation should consider the impact geometry as well as the presence of appendages
that might partially shield the involved bodies, at least for less energetic impacts. In this
context, the Space Debris group proposed a new piecewise analytical fragmentation model,
derived from simulation data, showing a good agreement with the fragment distribution
trends [55].

6. Conclusions

This paper presents some recent research activities conducted by the University of
Padova in the framework of Space Debris. The presence of a hypervelocity impact facility,
with a high shot frequency up to ten experiments per day, makes it possible to perform
experimental campaigns on a wide number of targets, from advanced shields to smart
structures and sensors. With respect to larger hypervelocity impact facilities, the LGG
available at the University of Padova has a maximum velocity of 5.5 km/s for projectiles
with a mass of up to 100 mg; investigating higher velocities requires numerical simulations,
as long as their validation can be performed within the LGG operative range. The devel-
opment and installation of an upgraded LGG is under evaluation; in parallel, the formal
collaboration with other laboratories which complements operational parameters will allow
the enhancement of the available ranges of projectiles masses and velocities. The performed
experimental activities spanned from materials and structures survivability testing to the
investigation of the fragmentation processes. The results from the test campaigns were in
line with data collected from other institutions; in particular, fragmentation distributions
can be compared with experimental results for both simple and complex targets.

In parallel, the development of the Collision Simulation Tool Solver allowed us to
study complex orbital collision scenarios with large impactors and full details included.
The CSTS is therefore a powerful tool for investigating catastrophic impacts and improving
current spacecraft fragmentation models. The current challenges in CSTS are the extension
of the number of available macroscopic elements, to include electronic boards, solar panels,
and pressurized tanks; material libraries are also still limited to the most common materials
employed in the space sector.

To overcome these limitations, current experimental activities focus on material frag-
mentation, in the framework of commercial contracts with enterprises and institutions;
numerical investigations are similarly dedicated to updating the CSTS breakup models and
to upgrading the catastrophic impact threshold formulation.
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BETs Bare Electrodynamic Tethers
BLE Ballistic Limit Equation
CADETS A Calorimetric Detection System for Hypervelocity Impacts
CFRP Carbon-Fiber-Reinforced Panels
CISAS Center for Space Activities “G. Colombo”
CSTS Collision Simulation Tool Solver
ENVISAT ENVInronmental SATellite
EMR Energy-to-Mass Ratio
ESA European Space Agency
E.T.Pack Electrodynamic Tether technology for PAssive Consumable-less deorbit Kit
FASTT Fragmentation Algorithms for Strategic and Theater Targets
GEO Geosynchronous Equatorial Orbit
IMBEMUS IMpact BEhavior of MUltifunctional materialS
JAXA Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency
LEO Low Earth Orbit
LGG Light-Gas Gun
LOFT Large Observatory For X-ray Timing
ME Macroscopic Element
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
PEEK PolyEther Ether Ketone
ReDSHIFT Revolutionary Design of Spacecraft through Holistic Integration of Future Technologies
SBM Standard Breakup Model
TFHFG Thin-Film Heat-Flux Gauges
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